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Tree Policy GPC 51 Appendix (ii) – Tree Wardens 
 
The Tree Warden Scheme – The object of the Scheme is to create a network of informed people who can co-ordinate 
local tree based environmental improvements on behalf of their parish/town council. In the wake of the Great Storm 
the Tree Council initiated a National Tree Warden Scheme, based on a model created here in Leicestershire. The 
scheme grew and spread with enormous speed and now has over 8,000 Tree Wardens volunteering in140 local 
networks across the country. In Leicestershire we have 125 tree wardens at the last count, covering 90 parishes etc. 
 
The Tree Council is responsible for coordinating the national scheme and providing guidance and support for 
projects that Tree Wardens may get involved in with such as Seed Gathering, Walk in the Woods, Tree Planting and 
Tree Maintenance. The Tree Council are the lead organisation for the National Tree Warden Scheme but in order to 
reach all the volunteer Tree Wardens they rely on the support of local networks which are led by local coordinators. 
In Leicestershire the County Council acts as the local network coordinator for all tree wardens in the county and is 
responsible for assisting the Tree Council by delivering support, training and guidance for tree wardens at a local 
level. Tree wardens in Leicestershire are appointed by their Parish annually. The Parish Council then sends a letter to 
LCC to inform them of their appointed Tree Wardens giving contact details. Any information or newsletters, training 
course details etc. is then sent direct to the tree warden to their home address or preferably their email address. A 
Parish can have more than one tree warden and as a parish of nearly 12,000 people Glenfield can easily justify more 
than one. 
 
The Parish are responsible for the health and safety and insurance of their volunteer Tree Wardens. If a Tree Warden 
works on a project with another organisation such as a school or community group then the tree warden needs to 
check if they are covered by the Parish Council insurance or if they need to make sure that the other organisation 
will cover them for insurance purposes. Tree Wardens should be encouraged to work with a whole range of 
organisations within the community, however, as an appointed Parish Council volunteer then they are still 
representing the Parish Council and should not act in such a way as to bring the Parish Council into disrepute. 
 
Tree Wardens will keep the Parish Council informed of their activities, reporting to the Environment Recreation and 
Sports Committee (ERS) via the Parish Clerk. Periodically that committee will invite all Tree Wardens to attend one of 
their meetings or a meeting arranged specifically to allow them to air matters of interest and they are welcome to 
attend any meetings of that committee when they have any issues they need to raise. The Parish Council has 
professional grounds staff so Tree Wardens do not often get involved with actual work in the village but as part of 
the countrywide team of Tree Wardens they occasionally all get together to help with a larger project which doubles 
up as a training opportunity. 
 
The Parish Council maintains s set of Tree Guidelines to be offered to any developers or land owner and Tree 
Wardens are invited to assist the ERS committee in keeping that up to date. One area Tree Wardens can get directly 
involved is in making suggestions and helping with design for the management and enhancement of the trees in the 
Parish open spaces. The Parish Council also keeps an inventory of species identified within the village and Tree 
Wardens are invited to feed into this. The Parishes policy is to acquire more open spaces as they become available to 
protect them from development and whenever they do get some land the Tree Wardens can make suggestions for 
some tree planting. 
 
Another part of the role is that of monitoring hedges etc. where they grow over paths and footways impeding 
passage. If Tree Wardens feel comfortable doing it a quiet word with the home owner often sorts this out but 
otherwise the Parish Council will send them a gentle reminder letter. There is a formal last resort in that a persistent 
problem can be reported to the County Council who have enforcement powers. Any tree wardens are also invited to 
keep an eye on the general health of all mature trees and raise any concerns with the Council. 
 
In reality the role of a Tree Warden is as big as they choose to make it. They are basically to champion the benefits of 
trees which could involve making overtures to other land owners; schools, churches etc. 


